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drought. The vegetarian takes living things as his food
just as does the flesh-eater, for all things live; but he
chooses the living things which do not suffer pain in being
used as food. So also, though we constantly breathe in
myriads of living creatures, they are none the worse for
their sojourn in our lungs.
Q. But we see in nature that bigger animals live on
smaller ones, big fish on small fish^; then wherein lies the
objection if man, too, follows that rule and lives on animal
flesh ?
Ans. You cannot apply the laws of animal nature to
man. Though a strong animal kills a weaker one and
makes it its food, you cannot accuse it of murder, but a
man following a similar course will render himself liable
to punishment. Similarly, a dog or a cat eating its own
young ones does not commit sin nor is it punished. The
responsibility of good or evil is proportionate to intel-
lectual and moral development, and so animal laws cannot
apply to man.
Q. But many of our ancestors lived on meat all their
lives and were no worse ; then why should we try to improve
on them ? Does not nature intend man to be carnivorous ?
Ans. There are man-eating savages even now in some
parts of the world, and they may with equal force bring
forward the same argument, inasmuch as the flesh of man
seems so delicious and natural a diet to theri^. Some
people eat crickets, rats and other' insects and animals
which look to us so loathsome. Similarly, the devouring
of dead flesh, though natural and pleasant to some, seems
to others disgusting and opposed, to the law of mercy.
As seen before, the scientific world is being more
and more convinced of the fact that " man belongs not to
the flesh-eaters, but to the fruit-eaters ", though the human
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